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AVM Conference:
All Nations Christian College, UK, 12th to 15th September 2021

Vulnerable Mission:
English and Dollars Powering Ministry,
Good Idea?
We urge some missionaries to practice their ministry using the languages and resources of
the people they are reaching. This will honour the indigenous. It is a Christ-like starting
point for sharing the Gospel in contextualized ways.

We will be discussing issues such as:
Practicalities and ramifications of use of indigenous languages by
Western missionaries.
How does translation to and from an indigenous language affect
missionary work?
While finances are needed for mission work, how can one ensure that
finances do not dominate?
What good practices are there to ensure a missionary remains
vulnerable in their local context?
How to engage in mission without exuding (excessive) power.
What organisational structures enable vulnerability on the side of
Western missionaries on the ground.
What help can we offer churches who want to engage directly in cross
cultural mission to avoid pitfalls of power.
Tentmaking and business as mission models that leave the Westerner
vulnerable. (Can the commercial world engage in mission without
promoting ‘evils’ of capitalism?)
When the uneven spread of wealth is itself an injustice, how can one use
one’s surplus to enact global justice.
How can mission agencies promote vulnerability, when dominant models
of understanding presented by a vast global media are rooted in
positivism and liberalism?
Is vulnerability the key to contextualisation?
Theology traditionally draws strongly on metaphor. However local
metaphors from the majority world are unfamiliar to the Westerner, and
vice versa. How can one then engage in theology interculturally?
Where politics and ‘religion’ are not separate categories, missionaries
need to be careful not to get bogged down in unanticipated conflicts.
Is miracle a post-enlightenment category? Is ‘magic’ a normal aspect of
life? What does this imply for cross cultural missionary engagement?
Does the introduction of outside technology result in exploitation and
enslavement? or liberation?
Globalisation as a force that cripples the periphery. How can the voices
of those at the periphery be heard, and their dignity guarded?
When short-term mission has become poverty-tourism intended to
adorn facebook pages with images of charity – what is the way forward?
Can Westerners relate to non-Western missionaries without dominating
them?
The bible is God’s inspired book, but theological training is dominated by
Western curricula. Are there alternative paradigms for local-context
training of Christian workers?
Conference Details:
This will be a three-day residential conference. It will be held in the English
country house at the attractive rural location of the UK’s premier missionary
training college, All Nations, near Ware in Hertfordshire. Full cost will be £300,
or early bird £260.

Conference sponsors:
Alliance for Vulnerable Mission
(vulnerablemission.org)

All Nations Christian College, Easneye, Ware,
Hertfordshire, SG12 8LX
Tel: +44 (0) 1920 443500, Email:
info@allnations.ac.uk
Jim Harries, PhD.
Board chair, Missionary in East Africa

Organising Board
Jim Harries (East Africa, Chair)

Andy Dipper (UK. Host.)

John Macdonald (USA)

Nick Henwood (UK)

Frank Paul (Germany)

Peter Stagg (UK. Finance)

Daniel Albert (USA)

Deborah Bernhard (Germany)
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'A Traditional African Perspective on God and Disease,' Harries, Jim, 2021,
is now published as a part of this book: O’Neill, Daniel W., and Snodderly, Beth,
(eds) 2021, All Creation Groans: toward a theology of disease and global
health. Eugene, Oregon: Wipf and Stock.
https://wipfandstock.com/9781725290112/all-creation-groans/
For those interested, there has been a lot of discussion on the article 'A
Traditional African Perspective on God and Disease' here
https://www.academia.edu/s/fd26ff39ec?source=link
“All Creation Groans brings together multiple perspectives for a compelling
global-health approach to the pathologies of the world as a part of the missio
Dei. The authors paint a unifying perspective on God's healing intentions in
creation, redemption, and consummation, and the opposing nature-corrupting
effects of the rebellion of created moral agents. It is a fresh call for the global
church to engage in aligning with God's healing action for eternally sustainable
global health.”
..ooOOoo..

Magufuli Saved Thousands
“He may have been ridiculed in the West for rejecting lockdowns and
encouraging prayer-a-thons. But as ex-World Health Organization scientist Dr
David Bell explains, Tanzania's late president John Magufuli is not seen as a
pariah by many in the scientific community – he’s seen as a life-saver,” this
website states.
https://www.jamiiforums.com/threads/dr-david-bell-magufuli-kukataa-lock-downnchini-tanzania-kuliokoa-maisha-ya-maelfu-ya-watu.1875404/
Comment from Jim Harries: Magufuli singularly stood up to Western medical
people’s pretensions to knowing all that is best for African people and African
countries in the face of the corona pandemic. He stood up for an indigenous
African understanding, and resisted allowing Western medics to dictate to his
government. Most have mocked him. My recent visit to Tanzania confirmed to
me, that he was correct. (I would advise at this point that Tanzania work hard
on getting vaccines with which to immunise their people against further
outbreaks.)
..ooOOoo..

Global vaccine inequality: Don't just fight Corona
GERMAN TEXT: https://www.deutschlandfunk.de/globale-impfungleichheitnicht-nur-corona-bekaempfen.720.de.html?dram:article_id=498021
AUDIO: https://srv.deutschlandradio.de/dlf-audiothek-audioteilen.3265.de.html?mdm:audio_id=929380 (from 07:00)
Calling the unequal distribution of Covid 19 vaccines vaccine apartheid is
ignorant, comments journalist Peter Pauls. This criticism neglects the fact that
many diseases in poorer countries claim countless lives every year. Corona, on
the other hand, will hopefully be defeated one day.
A commentary by Peter Pauls, freelance journalist.
When Corona serum was injected publicly for the first time at the turn of the
year, a political battle cry quickly arose. International statements spoke of
vaccine apartheid. Apartheid actually stands for the racism that had
constitutional status in South Africa, for the oppression of blacks by whites.
Whoever makes such a serious accusation today wants to say that racism is
involved in the distribution of vaccine serum, that rich states help themselves at
the expense of poor ones.
The insinuation points in the right direction. But millions of people on this earth
live in poverty and underdevelopment. Just one example: More than two billion
of the world's 7.9 billion people have no access to clean drinking water.
However, it has not yet occurred to anyone to speak of water apartheid.
Why is it different now? The pandemic is a worldwide phenomenon. Really
everyone can point to being affected themselves, even without being infected.
Corona has changed everyone's life, especially in the climatically temperate
latitudes of Europe, where such topics had previously only found a place in
horror films.
Is it really such a simple mechanism that is at work here? A recent news item
fits the bill. The European Union, the EU, wants to support the Olympic Games
in Japan with 100 million vaccine doses. These are a symbol of the global
community, said Ursula von der Leyen. Does the EU Commission President
realise that she is serving the image of an elite that puts games for the people
above the health of the poor in the South?
Yet behind spectacular Corona crises there is often national political failure. In
Brazil, President Jair Bolsonaro ignored the pandemic until the health system
collapsed. India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi had rashly declared Corona
over - indirectly triggering a devastating second wave. But while people are
dying on the streets there, he is pushing ahead with the reconstruction of his
government quarter, which will cost around two billion euros.
Finally, South Africa's government had simply forgotten to order vaccines - as if
it were not responsible for supplying its own population. The 4.32 euros per
dose that the country was then supposed to pay is only a fifth of what each
vaccination cost the early purchaser Israel. Yet despite government failure,
there was talk of vaccine apartheid here too.
Where does the inability of governments to see themselves as service
providers end and where do the racists, the whites, the rich of this world really
prevail? And when would even the millions of inoculated drugs fizzle out
ineffectively when - as in India - mass meetings are called because there is an
election campaign? Sometimes elites favour favourites and vaccinations end up
on the black market?
Yet the situation has been clear for decades. The majority of the world's
population lives in countries that are considered underdeveloped. More than
one billion people alone suffer from diseases such as HIV, tuberculosis, malaria
and sleeping sickness, which are favoured by poverty and the living conditions
associated with it.
Has anyone heard of sickle-cell anaemia? It occurs in India and Africa and
means that red blood cells clump together under exertion. The disease is a
concealed cause of strokes, lung diseases, brain infections, malaria or longterm infirmity. Although hundreds of thousands of Africans and Indians die from
it every year, it is largely unknown. It is not even listed as a neglected tropical
disease.
A critique that uses terms like vaccine apartheid degenerates into an ignorant
gesture if it neglects the many notorious killers that claim untold numbers of
lives in poor countries year after year. In the circle of these diseases, Covid-19
is just another addition one that will hopefully one day be defeated. But
underdevelopment will remain and with it other deadly diseases. That is the real
scandal. Whatever you want to call it.
Peter Pauls, born in 1953, studied German and social sciences at the
University of Cologne. He has worked for the "Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger" since
1977. In 1980, he completed a traineeship in the city's editorial department and
then worked in the local and district editorial departments. In 1989, he moved to
the political section and from 1995 to 1998 he was Africa correspondent based
in Johannesburg before becoming deputy editor-in-chief of the "Kölner StadtAnzeiger" until 2002. From 2002 to April 2009, Peter Pauls was commissioner
of the publisher Alfred Neven DuMont and from 2009 to 2016 editor-in-chief.
..ooOOoo..

A Review:
This is a review of the following article: Abspoel, Peter (2021) "Echoes from
the Great Divide: On the Faltering Philosophical Dialogue between Africa
and the West," Comparative Philosophy: Volume 12: Issue 1, Article 5. DOI:
https://doi.org/10.31979/2151-6014(2021).120105
https://scholarworks.sjsu.edu/comparativephilosophy/vol12/iss1/5
Review by Jim Harries, June 2021.
This article tackles a key and consequential issue: why is African philosophy
not being taken seriously by Western academics, including
philosophers?
Abspoel correctly identifies, I believe, Westerners’ inherent view of their own
superiority, that he indicates, is often evidently verified when their endeavours
succeed. I believe Abspoel is right to suggest that life is always more than that
which we can think of, especially in abstract thought. He discusses the dilemma
faced by Africans, whether or not to accept the paranormal and metaphysics as
genuinely African. The paranormal sometimes seems to be foundational to
African philosophies. Acknowledging metaphysics can imply taking
uncomfortable poor-fitting Western understandings on board. Abspoel helpfully
points at the struggles African philosophers have with whether or not to, or how,
to respond to a widespread tradition that idealizes pre-colonial Africa.
The great bone of contention discussed but misunderstood by Abspoel is the
role of language in intercultural discussion of philosophers. He recognises this
in his article: “The problem of translatability may come to haunt comparative
philosophy to a point where differences in attitudes to life or ways of thinking
either seem absolute, or seem insignificant, depending on the function we
assign to language.” Abspoel rightly discredits the view that language structure,
such as grammar and vocabulary, are themselves strongly deterministic. I think
he does not perceive ways in which the roots of languages are found in cultures
and ways of life. This oversight can clearly be illustrated if one takes African as
playing football (soccer), and Westerners as playing tennis. Imagine African
people being strongly encouraged, effectively ‘forced’, to use tennis-speak and
tennis terms as they play, describe, and recount the playing of soccer: Hitting
the ball in the net, a success in soccer, in tennis carries an implication of failure.
Instead of pass, footballers must say ‘return’ a ball, which implies only a pass
back to a person they have received it from. Nine of the football players on the
field are ignored, (as in tennis there are at most only two players per side).
… to illustrate just a few types of confusing outcomes that arise from the use of
non-indigenous languages in Africa.
The failure to take translation into account unfortunately negates much of the
thrust of the article. I suggest that philosophers’ determination to think
abstractly renders them blind to the chaos arising from the pretence, in effect,
that football and tennis are simply the same game. A helpful basis for
comprehending mysteries of African thinking, such as the comprehension of
‘mystical powers,’ is their relationship to envy (mimesis), and the relationship of
myths to sacrificial practices. Such comprehension could come from taking
account of Girardian thinking, which Abspoel rejects.
I suggest that the author think more profoundly about the impact of cultural
difference on linguistic miscomprehension, perhaps by drawing on the analogy
of different sports above. I suspect that incommensurability between African
and Western philosophy points towards efforts in recent centuries by Western
philosophers to operate without conscious awareness of their Christian and
other religio-cultural roots.
I recommend this article as an introduction to a profound philosophical puzzle,
that can help to explain some reasons for Western philosophy’s failings
interculturally.
..ooOOoo..

A Review:
This is a review of the following article: Maluleke, Tinyiko, 2021, 'Why I am
Not a Public Theologian’, The Ecumenical Review, 73(2), April 2021, 297315. By Jim Harries, June 2021.
Maluleke at times refuses to read, and engage with, Western Public
Theologies. Thus he anticipates vulnerable mission that suggests some out to
‘stop frustrating African people by obliging them to read stuff in English that
doesn’t relate to them’. Maluleke reacts to the implicit, to many unquestionable,
assumption of normality, combined with imperialism, and burglary of Africa,
underlying the ideas of writers of Public Theology from the West. A constant
flow of new theologies are, to Maluleke, like a beauty pageant, that leaves him
gasping for air, having him rush for the sake of his own sanity, for his African
indigenous-language Bible translation.
The imperialism Maluleke describes arises from Public Theology’s inherent
elimination of difference, arising from its assumption of its intercultural
relevance: it presumes a homogenization where it does not exist. A constant
avalanche of self-promoting foreign theologies confirms Maluleke’s conviction
that he should maintain his singular focus, reacting to slavery, colonialism, and
apartheid. Following Indian writer Arundhati Roy, Maluleke perceives our world
as reaching a situation in which a ‘surplus population’ (including many in Africa)
is becoming disposable.
My interest in writing is not to join the ‘beauty pageant’ looking for an affirmative
reaction from published Africans like Maluleke. True to vulnerable mission, I
instead suggest that some Westerners sidestep English in engaging with
Africans, to listen to the likes of Maluleke in ways that make better sense than
this provocative article: in their own languages, learned with respect to their
own worldviews.
..ooOOoo..

A Review:
This is a review of the following article: Ndhlovu, Finex, 2017, ‘Southern
Development Discourse for Southern Africa: linguistic and cultural
imperatives.’ Journal of Multicultural Discourses. 12:2, 89-109,
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17447143.2016.1277733?
journalCode=rmmd20
By Jim Harries, June 2021.
Ndhlovu, in his concern for the development of Southern Africa, takes a leaf
from a Japanese book. Japan found that trying to achieve economic
development while paying abeyance to the West was like “living in someone
else’s house.” (p2) Japan decided to take the initiative, by determining how
integration of Western modernity into its own country would occur. It
succeeded. Thus Japan is becoming a model for some African peoples.
Because the East actually learned its modernity from the West in this way,
Ndhlovu questions the sense of South Africa’s practice of trying to succeed by
turning to the East instead of the West. Rather, he tells us, Africa should
practice ‘translative adaption’ as did Japan. Maegawa explains ‘translative
adaption’:
The essence of what has been called ‘modernization’ is [for Japan] the adaptive
acceptance of Western civilization under the persistent form of the existing
culture. That is, actors in the existing system … adapt … to the new system by
reinterpreting each element of Western culture (i.e., civilization’) in their own
value structure, modifying yet maintaining the existing institutions. (p3)
‘Translative adaption’, recognising the need for something foreign to be
appropriated into the indigenous on the latter’s own terms, approximates to
vulnerable mission’s emphasis of the importance for Western missionaries of
operating in people’s own indigenous languages.
In my assessment, Northern readers will find this article’s interpretation of who
they are to be erroneous. The article comes across as anti-North, and also
implicitly counter-Christian. Reading it requires, it seems to me, an appreciation
of African discourse style, and conceptions of truth. While the language of the
article is English, much of the underlying logic is not. (Yet how can we blame
African people for writing using English? If you do not write in English, you are
ignored. To make sense to the North, writing by Africans in English should be
interpreted through a cultural screen. (This is in effect, a need for ‘translative
adaption’ back to the North. It is best for Westerners to hear about Africa either
from Africans using their own languages, or from fellow Westerners who
understand those African languages.)
In this article, misconceptions include things like:
That development is expected to come from diversity, rather than rationality.
Ignoring of much reasoning spanning centuries that underlies northern
development.
Assuming the intention and logical foundation for development in the North to
be exploitation.
Claiming Ubuntu, a social system that leads to poverty, to be the way to social
prosperity for Africa.
That ‘pre-colonial Africans’ were already in possession of contemporary
Western ‘rationality’.
The article is correct to identify ways in which the North defines global
development on its own terms (that cannot be translated into African languages
and ways of life), and that such a universalising tendency must be overcome.
(This is the West’s assuming that it is in possession of secularism, and at the
same time assuming it’s secularism to be universal to humankind.) It considers
eurocentrism to be today’s major fundamentalism. Northern development
discourse is rejected for being: “(i) the new religion of the West; (ii) … the
imposition of science as power; (iii) … not working; and (iv) cultural
Westernisation and homogenisation by stealth.” (p7)
In today’s Southern Africa, “new scientific and technological inputs bypass
indigenous [African] knowledge systems and […] cannot be married to what the
people already know and what they do in their everyday lives,” we are told
(citing Shi-xu, Prah, and Pardo). (p16) A marriage of modern technological
ways of life with the indigenous requires those ways to be presented and
appropriated in indigenous languages.
In my own view, the gross failure by Northern ways of thinking to take local
linguistic and cultural contexts into account while imposing onto the South,
‘forces’ Southern responses like this article, to spew out baby, bath water and
all. Parts of this article being in its own way misleading (when read from a
Northern perspective), does not excuse the West from its need to repent
following the insensitivity of how development is these days communicated in
global media.
..ooOOoo..

Article Published, by Jim Harries.
Just published in the Australian Journal of Mission Studies: Harries, Jim,
2021, ‘Does Death Heal? A View from Africa.’ 41-45, Australian Journal of
Mission Studies, 15(1), June 2021. (You can find a copy here:
https://www.academia.edu/attachments/67695584/download_file?s=portfolio )
Abstract: “This short article looks at how holistic healing in traditional societies
is seen to happen by manipulating forces of death, and how this orientation is
superseded by the Gospel of Christ. Because the notion that death-heals tends
to be concealed, I begin by articulating its contemporary reality amongst
Westerners, my presumed target readership. I then go on to explore ways in
which this observation is helpful for understanding healing in traditional and
contemporary Africa. Perceiving death as healing can help us grasp certain
African traditions and behaviours, such as the fear of envy or witchcraft, and
attention given to funeral celebration. I consider broadly how improved
understanding can be turned to missiological advantage. I conclude with some
observations pertaining to relative mortality in Europe and Africa in the 2020
coronavirus pandemic.”
..ooOOoo..
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